
Suzhou 17-19 September 2016 

17-18 September – arrival and 1st day in Suzhou 

After an early morning walk along the Bund, we took a cab to the Hongquiao, 
Shanghai’s other airport. The half-hour ride was inexpensive, and along an elevated highway 
through Shanghai that gave us an excellent tour and an impression of just how extensive 
Shanghai is. There we met up with a representative of the International Symposium on 
Discharges and Electrical Insulation in Vacuum, who transported us and an incoming 
contingent of Japanese to Suzhou (pronounced soo-joe), about an hour ride away. 

We checked into the International Conference Center of the Xian Jiatong Liverpool 
University, the conference venue. The official address is Daishu Lake Higher Educational Town, 
in the Suzhou Industrial Park of Suzhou City. This is a modern hotel/conference center with all 
the bells and whistles. Apparently the conference center administration has expectations 
about how the participants spend their spare time – besides the mini-bar, there was a vanity 
chest supplied with condoms, excitation rings, and other accessories, available for purchase. 

 

 
Figure 1. fountain at the entrance of the conference center. 

We went out to explore, and walked about 3 km to Daishu Lake. On the way we passed 
one university after the other, seeing a total of about 9 to and from the lake, plus housing for 
overseas experts. Later we learned that there are 25 universities, colleges, and research 
institutes in this “educational town”. These universities are not small enterprises, but rather 
dense mid- to high-rise complexes, each covering perhaps 500-1000 dunam (125-250 acres). 
Nor is the architecture drab, but rather modern, impressive, and tasteful. The Chinese know 
how to build big! Several institutions, like the present venue, were joint ventures between 
existing Chinese institutions, and foreign universities. 



 
Figure 2. Park in the "educational town." 

Daishu Lake has a pleasant walking path along its shore. Many families were 

enjoying a stroll on a comfortable autumn evening but it didn’t feel overly crowded 

(atypically in China). On the far shore, several kilometers away, we could see high rise 

buildings, underneath the setting sun. 

 
Figure 3. Daishu Lake. 



 
Figure 4. At Daishu Lake. 

On Sunday morning we explored the neighborhood in the other, easterly, direction. 
We came to a community center area, with retail businesses, restaurants, and an elementary 
school when a plastic strap holder broke on Edie’s only comfortable shoes – walking sandals. 
We headed back, and stopped at a student center area serving several of the adjacent 
universities. We didn’t find a shoemaker, but the mensa building had a 
supermarket/department store in the basement, where Edie found a pair of sneakers that fit 
her (not an easy task in the country with the past of the “lotus blossom foot”). We went across 
the street to the conference center, and explained our plight to one of the very helpful student 
assistants, who led us back across the street to the student center area, and into one of the 



dormitory areas, where there was a shoemaker on the ground floor. He said he didn’t have 
the broken part, but we convinced him to improvise something. So he pulled out a metal rod, 
hammered it into a D-ring, cut it, and installed it, and wanted to charge us 5 Yuan (about 
$0.75), but we insisted that he accept 10 Yuan. 

 
Figure 5. Shoemaker repairing Edie's sandal. 

In the afternoon we gave a 3-hour workshop on Scientific Writing in English, which 
was well attended. After the workshop, we tanked up at the welcome reception, before Ray 
attended the first of 3 evening meetings of the permanent international scientific committee. 



 
Figure 6. The professor at work. 

19 September - Beyond the conference venue and off to the guided tour 

Suzhou is located about 100 km northwest of Shanghai and the two cities are 
connected by a high-speed train – the trip between the two takes only 30 minutes, and 
apparently many professionals find it feasible to commute to work in Shanghai. Suzhou has a 
long history: it was founded in 500 BCE and at around 100 CE, during the Eastern Han Dynasty, 
it was one of the 10 largest cities in the world. It is reputed to be the most beautiful city in 
China, and is famed for its exceptional gardens, many of which are UNESCO World Heritage 
sites, as well as innumerable canals, stone bridges and pagodas.  

The conference organized an accompanying persons’ program which was intensive 
but well thought out. It was definitely a convenient way to see a good variety of tourist sites 
without having to hassle with the transportation. Although Suzhou, with a population of 4.5 
million, is not a huge city in Chinese terms, many of the sites were an hour drive or more apart, 
and a taxi or several bus changes would have been needed to negotiate the routes, so having 
a tour bus was a definite plus. The group was relatively small and congenial. The guide was 
pleasant, reasonably informative and flexible in terms of setting a meeting point and letting 
us wander off. Edie didn’t want to miss anything and was glad she pushed herself to do the 
full program. Nonetheless, by the end of the week, she’d had enough of group touring. Too 
much crammed into each day, too little time for reflection, too many demands for social 
interaction and too little need to self-navigate. It was only when writing this blog that Edie 
realized how close some of the attractions we visited on different days were to each other. 

We started off with a visit to the Master of the Nets Garden, the oldest and smallest 
of the gardens we saw but one of the most highly acclaimed classical gardens for its masterful 
use of the techniques of relative dimension, contrast, foil, sequence and depth, and borrowed 
scenery. This garden was originally constructed in 1140 by Shi Zhengzhi, a civil servant of the 
Southern Song Dynasty. He was inspired by the simple and solitary life of the Chinese 
fisherman shown in philosophical writings. After his death, the garden had numerous owners 
and fell into disarray. Around 1785 it was redesigned and multiple buildings were added by 
Song Zongyuan, a retired government official of the Qing Dynasty. He also was inspired by the 



fisherman’s life. Subsequent owners, also government officials and scholars, maintained and 
added to the garden. In 1958, the garden was “gifted” to the Suzhou government.   

The gardens in Suzhou are what are called scholars’ gardens, and not imperial 
gardens. As in the Master of Nets garden, they were usually founded by a retired senior civil 
servant (who needed to have passed a scholarly exam), who had apparently accumulated the 
money and the connections to create a residence within a garden. Both the garden and the 
residences are ripe with symbolism, and the inside and outside spaces complement each 
other. The rooms are typically high ceiled and open, at least on two walls, to the gardens. In 
the warm weather, they provide a pleasant shelter. In the winter, one imagines bundling up 
and huddling around small stoves to have some modicum of heat. Until the last century when 
glass began to be used for windows, the openings were typically covered by silk to retain heat 
while allowing some light to penetrate. 

 

Figure 7. Frieze on entrance gate to main reception room. 



 
Figure 8. Main reception room. 

 



 

Figure 9. The Meditation Study – every scholar must have a study. 

 



 

Figure 10. Inside out and outside in. 

 



 

Figure 11. A rare floral display (at least at this time of year), A rather more common stone mosaic below. 

 



 

Every garden needs a gardener…or gardeners. One of the pools had dozens of 

frogs of various sizes and hundreds of tadpoles. The gardener below looks pretty 

pleased with himself for netting a big one and showing it off to the crowd of tourists.  

  

On to the next activity, the # 1 Silk Mill. Suzhou has been a center of the silk making 
industry since early times. A small museum outlines the modern-day production of silk and 



funnels the tourists into extensive sales halls selling items ranging from quilt covers to scarfs 
to dresses. High quality stuff, and reasonably high prices. 

 

Figure 12. Sorting the silk. 

 



 

Figure 13. Caterpillars stuffing themselves on mulberry leaves – in a cage, not on the tree.. 

After a reasonably good lunch at a nearby restaurant, we proceeded to the 

Panmen City Gate, originally built some 2,500 years ago doing the Wu period. In the 

same “scenic area” we visited the Ruiguang Pagoda, originally built in 247 BCE but 

restored some thousand years later at the end of the Yuan dynasty and the Wu Gate 

Bridge, the original and only entrance to the city through the Panmen gate.  

 

Figure 14. The “Labor Helping White Ox”. When the pagoda was rebuilt, all the citizens of the town 

purportedly joined in the work. Including a white ox who died in the final days of construction. He was 

memorialized by his co-workers with this statue at the entrance. 



 

Figure 15. View from within a grotto. 



 
Figure 16. Ruiguang Pagoda. 



 

Figure 17. The City Wall of Suzhou was originally some 15 km. Most of it was demolished in 1958. Now part of 

the local tourist industry, a short section has been refurbished (about 300 m). 

 



We wrapped up the day, shopping again, albeit on a rather quaint historic street 

Pingjiang Road. It was the major thoroughfare of Suzhou during the Southern Song 

Dynasty and runs along a canal with many small bridges. Edie basically raced down 

the 1.6 km street and back, stopping only to photograph, but not to eat, an interesting 

looking treat.  

 


